Elements of Revision by: Dz.Ozols, M.M.Butnere, A.Petersons


Dear editor,

We would like to thank for the valuable suggestions upon our submitted manuscript. Each of these suggestions was carefully considered and thus the manuscript has been modified accordingly. We are firmly convinced that the careful revision of our work regarding to your suggestions has significantly improved the quality of our paper. Once again, thank You for the motivating review.

Response to reviewers

The reviewers’ suggestions have been addressed point by point as follows and major changes are remarked using track changes in revised version of manuscript:

Reviewer #1:

1. The introduction part is too Long; it should be reduced by 30%. Also other parts seem to be too Long. Please check and reduce.
Manuscript has been reduced.

2. Some of the Facts in the "Materials and Methods" Part should be placed in the "Introduction" Part.
Done. Parts “Introduction and materials and methods” were shorten.

3. Please state and discuss the limitations of this study! Please mention the real new data and discuss them!
Done. Limitations of this study were included in discussion.